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Kingspan Veha/IDHE
~Heating Merchant of
the Year' Award
Kingspan Veha and the IDHE
e instigated a new annual
~d scheme for heating
erchants which is called the
Kingspan Veha/IDHE Heating
Merchant of the Year Award.
The concept behind the
scheme is twofold - (1) to
reward heating merchants
who endeavour to provide a
professional, efficient service
to contractors and (b) to
encourage and motivate those
whose standards need
improving.
h

Details of cut-off date, etc are
included in the form, the
intention being to host a
prize-giving ceremony in the
Conrad Hilton Hotel early in
March 1992.
An adjudicating panel from

SERVICES

NOVEMBERlDECEMBER1991

NEWS

within the IDHE will cany out
the fmal assessment with Jim
O'Reilly of Kingspan Veha
observing for the company
and Pat Lehane, Editor of
BSNews, serving as
independent watchdog.

Seasons Greetings
BSNews wishes all readers

a very peaceful and
enjoyable Christmas and a
prosperous new year.

CIBSEIWALKER STUDENT AWARDS

The award scheme will be
formally introduced to the
trade at a reception in the
Phoenix Room of the Ashling
Hotel in Dublin's Parkgate
Street on 11 December next.
Personalised invitations are
rJ.y in the post but all
tide merchants and
contractors who, for one
reason or another, don't
receive theirs in the post, are
welcome to attend. Time is
7.30pm for 8pm start. This is
an easily-accessible venue
with ample car parking.
Heating merchants
nationwide are eligible for
inclusion in the scheme, the
method of nomination being
via a contractor who
completes the special
nomination form. Copies of
this form - which also
defmes the examination and
While in Ireland recently to attend the CIBSE annual dinner, CIBSE Senior
assessment criteria - will be
Vice-President Brian Moss took the opportunity to present the
made available at the
CIBSElWalker Annual Student Awards to the recipients at a ceremony
reception in the Ashling Hotel.
held in Bolton Street College of Technology. Pictured above are
Copies will also be made
(standing) Michael Buckley, Chairman, CIBSE Irish Branch (and of course
available at heating
also representing Walkers on this occasion); David Giffney, Diploma
Course Winner; and Paul Smith, Degree Course Winner. Seated are
merchants' trade counters
Deirdre Lenehan, Technician Course Winner with Brian Moss.
over the coming weeks.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1991

Mostra
Convegno
Trip
The IDHE is organising a
group trip to the Mostra
Convegno Expo Comfort
exhibition in Milan in March
of next year.
Show dates are 12 to 16
March, 1992 but the lDHE
all-inclusive trip - covering
return flight and four nights
bed and breakfast at a quality
hotel adjacent to the
exhibition hall - will depart
on 11 March and return on 15
March 1992. Cost will be
approximately £650.
Full details from Jimmy
Boucher at 01 - 345457.

Blue Circle
Acquires
Thermopanel
Blue Circle has acqUired the
Thermopanel Group Sweden's market leader in
valves and radiators - and
incorporated it into is
Potterton Myson Heating
Products Division.
Thermopanel comprises three
manufactUring enterprises a radiator plant; a factory
producing manual and
thermostatic valves; and a
towel warmer manufacturing
facility.
Managing Director in Ireland
Sean Hanratty told BSNews
as we went to press that the
acquisition was further
confirmation. of Blue Circle's
expansionary plans and its
commitment to becoming the
leading heating products
supplier in Europe.
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• Incorporating Irish Heating & Ventilating
News.
Readership Data
Irish Building Services News (formerly Irish
H&V News) is Ireland's only Building Services
magazine providing coverage of heating,
ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration,
sanitaryware, plumbing, maintenance and
environmental industries. It is the only
publication catering exclusively for these
industries and its circulation includes
members of the following:Chartered Institution of Building Services
Engineers (CIBSE);
~echanical Engineering & Building
, ces Contractors'
Association (MEBSCA); The Association of
Consulting Engineers of Ireland (ACEI); The
Mechanical Engineering Contractors'
Association;
The Institute of Domestic Heating Engineers
(IDHE);
The Registered Heating Contractors
Association; The Maintenance, Energy &
Environmental Technology Association
(MEETA) which incorporates energy
managers and maintenance managers;
The Energy Conservation & District Heating
Association; The Institute of Plumbing;
The Irish Home Builders Association (IHBA);
Builders MerchantslTrade Supply Outlets.
In addition, Irish Building Services News
circulates to independent building services
contractors and key executives in industry.
Government, Semi-State and local authority
bodies. Essentially, our circulation is virtually
saturation coverage of all those with an
interest and/or involvement in the industry.
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Dru Appoint
Heating Distributors
Drugasar, renowned as
suppliers of high-quality,
balanced-flue heaters, have
appointed Shay Kiernan's
Heating Distributors Ltd as
distributors for the Republic
of Ireland.
The extent of the Drugasar
range is now quite extensive,
open flue gas convectors,
flueless gas convector heaters
and high-efficiency output
fuel-effect gas fires being

among the items now carned
ex-stock.
Typical of the range is a
collection of balanced-flue gas
convector heaters,
thermostatically controlled,
quick to warm up and easy to
install. Available either with
mechanical thermostat and
pilot, or with electronic
thermostat and spark
ignition.

Myson Comes
of Age

us to double our sales within
the next 18 months".
Myson Scanglo Ireland
currently has a dominant 75%
market penetration in Ireland
for its products. Its main
markets outside Ireland are
the UK, United States and
Germany. The company
manufactures to BS5750 and
ISO 9002 standards.
Dublin-based sister company
- Myson Ireland distributes a range of heating
products in Ireland including
radiators, pumps and boilers.

Myson Scanglo Ltd recently
celebrated its 21st
anniversary at a dinner in the
Dunraven Arms Hotel. Adare,
Co Limerick. The dinner was
attended by the Minister of
State, Department of the
Marine, Michael Noonan, TD.
Myson Scanglo Ltd has a
production facility of over
50,000 sq ft with over 100
people employed turning out
over three million valves
annually. It is part of the
Blue Circle Group Plc which
has annual turnover of £1.5
billion, with £500 million
coming from its Home
Products Division.
This Division includes
European brand leaders
Myson and Potterton in
heating; Armitage Shanks in
ceramics; Qualcast in
lawnmowers; and New World
in gas cookers.

Wonderfire &
Vermont
Merge
Wonderfrre and Vermont
Castings Inc, are to merge
their UK operations with
Heating Distributors being
responsible for distribution
here in Ireland.
Wonderfire first introduced
the ceramic burner principle
in 1984, and the company has
enjoyed a major share of the
luxury end of the UK
decorative gas fire market for
several years.
Vermont Castings (VCI) has
long been in a similar position
as leader of the quality cleanburning woodstove market in
the US and, since the mideighties, in the UK and
Scandinavia. The company's
Derby operation was
established in 1981 and is
responsible for all VCI exports
(except Canada). including
sales to the EC, Scandinavia,
Mid- and Far East. and
Australasia.
"The clear synergy between

Pictured at the 21 st Anniversary dinner of Myson Scanglo Ltd, at the
Dunraven Arms Hotel, Adare, Co Limerick are (left to right): Sean
Hanratty, Managing Director, Myson Scanglo Ltd; Michael Noonan, TO,
Minister of State, Department of the Marine; Peter Matson, founder
member of Myson Scanglo Ltd.

Speaking at the 21st
anniversary celebrations Sean
Hanratty, Managing Director
of Myson Scanglo Ltd said:as
a result of heavy investment
in research and development
over the last three years, we
have developed revolutionary
new technology in electric
zone valves. This new range
will go int.o production early
in 1992 and will be on sale
from March. We anticipate
Also at the Myson celebration were John and Bernie Moloney; and John
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss9/1
that this new range will help
and Anne Kiely.
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the two innovators has led to
the decision to integrate their
UK operations", according to a
spokesperson. VCI have
distribution networks around
the world specialising in wood
and coal appliances;
Wonderfire has a strong
manufactUring base in the
UK, growing overseas
business, and the technology
to meet the demand for gas
products throughout VCl's
targeted markets.
Vermont Castings stoves fitted
with Wonderfire burners are
already claiming a growing
share of the market and this
year the partnership has
produced the awardwinnning, 81% efficient,
Goldenwarm gas fireplace.

Mea Culpa!
Our apologies to those in the
radiator sector for the
omissions in last month's
issue. Brian McTernan of
Heatmerchants and Sean
Hanratty of Myson were
among those who voiced their
concern at the slant of the
introductory article.
Because of the inadvertent
omission of a number of
paragraphs dealing with the
market-leading brands like
those already mentioned,
impression given was of
radiator market dominated by
a handful of lrishmanufactured brands.
Obviously, this is not the
case.

Thermo-Pack
Foam Systems
Flexible Products Company,
one of the world's leading
suppliers of polyurethane
systems, has appointed
Dublin-based Thermo Pack
Ltd, as exclusive distributor in
Ireland for its range of
polyurethane foam dispensing
systems. Thermo Pack will
sell these systems to a wide
range of industries including
refrigeration, heating,
4
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venWating and air
conditioning.
Distribution in Northern
Ireland will be handled by
Thermo Pack's sister
company, Polystar Ltd, based
in Omagh, which also has
facilities for polystyrene and
polyurethane conversion and
fabrication.

in 1984 and is now one of
Ireland's leading stockholding distributors of
insulation products. The
company employs 10 people
in the Republic, and a further
18 people in PoIystar Ltd, its
sales and manufacturing
sister company in Omagh,
Northern Ireland.

Thermo Pack was established

Every heating &
ventilation
installation
should have our
seal of approval.

Ice-Bank Management

The Beresford Place office development in Dublin, designed by A&D
Wejchert, architects and consulting engineers Seamus Homan &
Associates, contains the first commercial ice-bank air conditioning
system - supplied by RSL - in Ireland and is now being managed by
Irish Estates (Management) Ltd. Ice is generated in the ice-bank each
evening, when the electrical tariff is reduced and used the following day
to cool the building. The system was installed by HA O'Neill who also
commissioned the hydraulics. RSL and ABB commissioned the controls
side of the project.

rlo Interim
esults
According to its interim,
unaudited figures, Barlo
Group made an operating
profit ofIR£lOO,OOO for the
half-year ended 30
September, 1991, compared
to a loss of IR£639,000 for the
same period last year.
Earnings after charging
interest and crediting
exceptional items of
IR£268,000 for the half-year
were IR£319,000 compared to
a loss of IR£2,092,000 for the
same period last year. This
corresponds to an earnings
per share figure of IRO.44p
compared to a loss per share
of IR6.24p for the same period
in 1990. There will be no

interim dividend.
Plant mechanisation
programmes to improve
productivity were successfully
completed on schedule in
August and within budget.
Production costs have
accordingly been reduced.
Both the Clonmel and
Manchester plants are now
producing efficiently for both
home and export markets.
The assets of Merriott Ltd
were acquired in July last and
the Group raised IR£900,000
net of expenses to fund this
acquisition.
Manufacturing machinery at
both Thurles and Warwick in
England was re-located in the
Clonmel factory dUring
September and is now
producing both the Merriott
panel and column type

However good any heating or ventilation system is,
it's bound to have weak points where fire is concerned.
Which is why it's essential to include Irish
Intumescent Systems seals in any installation.
Pyrogrille for ventilator grilles and air ducts;
Pyrosleeve for metal and plastic pipes, electrical cables,
trays and ducts. Tried and tested seals that fully meet
the exacting standards set by the industry; that offer
continual protection and will stop the spread of fire.
Irish Intumescent Systems seals. No heating or
ventilation system is complete without them.

iRish incumescenc,ff\
syscelns lilniceb W
11 Synge Place • Dublin 8 • Ireland

Tel: (01) 783316 • Fax: (01) 783431
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radiators for the UK and Irish
markets.
The reduction in turnover at
the half year arises from
Barlo's withdrawal from the
sale of boilers and valves
dUring the second half of the
fmancial year ended 31
March, 1991. In core radiator
business the Group has
increased market share in
both the Irish and UK
markets.
Sales levels in both markets
are now higher than in 1990,
notwithstanding the severe
recession in the UK and a
downturn of building activity
in Ireland.
The development of export
sales to continental Europe is
continuing with further
contracts being secured.
Future prospects - The
group is budgeting, in the
absence of unforeseen
circumstances, for continued
growth and enhanced
profitability in the second half
of the year. Traditionally, this
would be the period dUring
which the Group would be
expected to generate
significantly higher sales
volumes and profits.

Teddy Bourke Gets ISO 9002
The industry turned out in force at a reception in Trinity
College in Dublin recently to pay tribute to Teddy
Bourke's achievement in being presented with the ISO
9002 Quality Management Systems Certificate of
Construction Quality Assurance (UK), in association with
the Irish Construction Quality Assurance (ICQA). The
turnout reflected as much on Teddy's personal standing
within the building services sector as much as it did on
the presentation of the Certificate itself. Teddy Bourke
has been a keen advocate of the Quality Assurance
principle for many years, doing much to encourage the
industry at large to strive for better standards. It's
appropriate •• though hardly surprising •• that he should
attain such a high level as the Certificate denotes for his
own company.

Bertie Ahern, TO, Minister For Finance, presenting Teddy Bourke with
the ISO 9002 Certificate. In attendance is Oavid Stack, Chief
Executive, Construction Quality Assurance (Ireland & UK).

BTU GOLF NEWS
Hermitage - Sponsor:
Lister Tubes
Overall winner: B Sweeney
(41-2) 39 Pts.
Class 1 - 1st: Michael
Carroll, 37 Pts; 2nd: G
Baker, 37 Pts; 3rd: T
Delaney, 36 Pts.
Class 2 - 1st: Michael
Curley, 36 Pts; 2nd: Gerry
Tobin, 35 Pts; 3rd: Garvin
Evans, 35 Pts.
monetary loss. But John
Class 3 _ 1st: Tim
Lavelle has no excuse. He
O'Flaherty, 36 Pts; 2nd:
deputised for Tom at
David Samson, 35 Pts; 3rd:
Hermitage and ... you've
Michael Murphy, 32 Pts.
guessed it ... the prints
1st 9 - Frank Somers, 19
were not quite up to
Pts; Peter Johnston, 19 Pts.
scratch. Obviously, the
2nd 9 - John Ennis, 18 Pts;
M Matthews, 18 Pts.
wrong camera was stolen!!!
The BTU extends its
Visitors - P Denver, 36 Pts;
apologies to the sponsors
Hugh Byrne, 36 Pts; Philip
concerned.
Murphy, 35 Pts.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss9/1
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"Stop Thiefl .... cried Tom
Scott, that's my camera
you've stolen and, more to
the point, the film record of
the prizegiving at Royal
Dublin". Hence the sad tale
of the missing photographs
from the President's Prize.
Commiserations Tom, I
know the camera was more
a sentimental than a

Presidents Prize Sponsor: J J Sampson
Overall Wirmer: Gerry Tobin
(15), 39 Pts.
Class 1 - 1st: Mr Mathews
(8) 34 Pts; 2nd: E McGrattan
(10) 34 Pts; 3rd: G Baker (10)
33 Pts.
Class 2 - 1st: John Ennis
(12) 31 Pts; 2nd: S Keamey
(11), 31 Pts; 3rd: T Gillen
(12).31 Pts.
Class 3 - 1st: R Toner (20).
31 Pts; 2nd G Phelan, (17).
31 Pts; 0 O'Gorman (20) 31
Pts.
1st 9 - T Delaney, 19 Pts.
2nd 9 - J Lavelle, 19 Pts.
Visitors - Joe Donoghue
(12). 37 Pts; Tadgh
O'Sullivan (13). 33 Pts;
Brendan Ryan (19) 33 Pts.

ISO 9000 for
Thorsman
At a reception in the
Shelbourne Hotel, Dublin
recently Michael Smith TO,
Minister for Science and
Technology, presented
Thorsman Ireland Ltd, with
the ISO/9000 International
QUality Management Systems
Award.
The Minister complimented
Thorsman on their
achievement and also on
being the first company in
their particular sector to
achieve the award.
Thorsman are based in
Drogheda since 1976 and
employ over 80 people,
manufactUring installation
materials and systems for the
construction industry.
Thorsman Ireland Ltd is a
subsidiary ofThorsman & Co,
Sweden, which was founded
in 1959 to manufacture
plastic fittings for the
electrical and construction
industries. From an initial
start up of 10 employees the
group - with manufactUring
plants in Sweden, England
and Ireland - now employ
800 people between sales,
marketing and
manufactUring.

Builders
Merchant
Award
Smiths Building Supplies in
Walkinstown Dublin are this
year's Octabuild National
Builders Merchant of the
Year.
This is the fifth year of the
award which is designed to
focus attention on retail
outlets who provide a
particularly high quality of
service to the
building/construction
industry.
Established in 1974 by John
and Frank Smith, the
company initially employed

6
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The world's leading manufacturer
of domestic circulators is also a leader in pump
technology.
Ongoing research and development
bring together both innovative design and
sophisticated production techniques that keep
Grundfos out front in reliabili~ energy
efficiency and assured quality.

now incorporate built-in motor protection and
provide even greater fleXibility in performance
for more effective energy saving
Our Light Oommercial and "Bronze"
range too) now provides closer system matching
with a wider choice of models.
Today and right into the future)
you can count on Grundfos to stayone step ahead

For=PleORUNDl=os® 1;11

Grundfos (Ireland) Limited,

Unit 34, Stillorgan Industrial Park, Blackrock, Co. Dublin, Ireland. Telephone: (01) 954926. Fax: 954739.
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Klargester
Klargester Environmental Products Ltd has appointed James
Glynn as Technical Sales Representative for Dublin. He will be
responsible for expanding and developing business
opportunities for the company throughout its nationwide
builders' merchants network, working closely with specifiers
and contractors throughout Ireland.
Klargester has an expansive range of pollution control systems.
Manufactured in light-weight GRP (glass reinforced polyester).
the wide-ranging products include off-mains sewage system
such as the biodisc treatment plants, septic tank and cesspool.
as well as silage tanks and petrol interceptors.

John Smith of Smiths Building Services who were selected as the
National winner in the Octabuild Builders Merchant of the Year Award.
Watching are Noel O'Donoghue, Chairman, Octabuild and Mona Hughes,
President, Irish Hardware Association.

four people. Now it has a
staff of 35. Situated on a 3acre site on the Green Hills
Road, Smiths has recently
added an extra 11,000 sq ft to
its premises.
The other regional winners in
this years awards were:Brooks Hanley, Sligo
(Connaught/Ulster Winner);
Chadwicks, Bray, Co Wicklow
(Leinster Winner); Morris
Builders Providers, Waterford
(Munster Winner).
A total of 125 merchants were
nominated for this year's
awards. The assessment and
judging took place through
the three months of July,

August and September.
The criteria used by the
judges included:Staff - Appearance, product
knowledge, approach to
customers, telephone manner.
Housekeeping - Well
maintained fIxtures and
fIttings, clean/tidy floors,
shelving;
Safety/Security Staff/customer safety, ease of
access, pilferage prevention;
Merchandise - Stock well
organised, clearly identified
and priced;
Management - Support for
Irish products, staff training.

CIBSE Update
CIBSE Technical Memoranda 13: Minimising the risk oJ
Legionnaires disease, first published in December 1987, has
been revised. It provides guidance for those who design,
commission, operate, maintain and manage services in
buildings and complements the Health & Safety Executive
Guidance note EH48(3).
The new edition emphasises that an even higher degree of care
is needed for city centre sites. This follows epidemiological and
tracer gas surveys which show that the zone of risk from a
cooling tower can cover a radius of at least 500 metres.
It no longer recommends self-c1raining showers as
microbiological checks show, that there is no advantage over
normal showers
Throughout, the emphasis is on ensuring correct maintenance
and site management.
TM 13: Minimising the risk oJLegionnaires' disease costs Stg£9
for CIBSE members and Stg£18 for non-members. It is
available on pre-paid order from the CIBSE Bookshop, Delta
House, 222 Balham High Road, London SWl2 9BS.
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Du Pont
Speeds Up
CFC Phaseout
Du Pont has announced that
it plans to accelerate its
phaseout of chlorofluorocarbons (CFC's) and
other fluorochemicals in
response to new scientific
data released by the UN
Environment Programme
(UNEP) and the World
Meteorological Organisation
(WMO).

The report states that ozone
depletion, with man-made
chlorine as a probable cause,
is increasing over northern
and southern hemispheres.
Du Pont, the world's largest
producer of fluorochemicals,
said that it will advance its
phaseout of fully halogenated
CFC's in industrial countries
to December 31, 1996; and
Halon, a brominated
compound widely used as a
fIre extingUisher, to 1994.
In addition, the company said
that it will not increase its
global manufactUring capacity
for certain hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) which
have a long atmospheric
lifetimes. These include
HCFC-22, the sale of which
will be discontinued as an
aerosol propellant after 1994,
except for designated medical
and safety applications.
Sales of HCFC-22 as a
refrigerant in new eqUipment
will be discontinued from
2005, but production will
continue for maintenance of

existing equipment until
2020.
Earlier this year the company
announced the closure of the
world's largest CFC plant i
New Jersey, USA, and
expansion of its investments
for CFC alternatives.

IWEX '92
Turret Group Plc is already
looking forward to another
IWEX show in 1992 at the
NEC, Birmingham, the dates
being 10-12 November 1992.
Compared with 1991, IWEX
'92 has been increased in size
by almost 25%. Halls 3 and
3A, in which the show will be
held, gives a total area of
18,500 sqm with more than
500 exhibitors expected to
participate.

System
Balancing
Made Easy
IDHE Computer
Programme
Radbal is a new IDHE
computer programme which
takes the guesswork out of
the vital task of accurately
balancing radiators on 2-pipe
heating systems.
Using a Psion Organiser hand
held computer on site, the
programme calculates the
radiator return temperature
reqUired in any situation
encountered during
commissioning and heat
testing.

8
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Initial input requires only the
"design" flow and return
temperatures to be entered.
From this point each heat
emitter is separately
considered by entering the
required "design" heat output
and room air temperature,
followed by the "actual"
ambient air temperature and
flow temperature existing
during the test.
The programme then shows
the return temperature
required, which is set by
adjusting the radiator
lockshield valve. This
balanCing ensures the correct
radiator output is obtained
n "design" conditions
Iy.

Control
Models for
Chillers
Energy savings of 10% to 20%
are possible using an optimal

control methodology
developed from research
sponsored by ASHRAE.

Smoke
Control for
Stairwells
To help prevent smoke from
entering building stairwells
during fires, researchers
recommend three procedures
to better control stairwell
pressure and to help
designers deal with open door
conditions. Principal
investigator George T Tamura,
Fellow ASHRAE, National
Research Council Canada
(NRCCI. says:(1) the fIre floor should be
mechanically ventilated to
maintain constant stair
pressurisation;
(2) a vestibule should be
installed between the stairwell
and the floor to control
opening of the stair door;

(3) a sprinkler system should
be installed to keep the fire
temperature low (higher
temperatures mean greater
fIre pressures and more
smoke).

Smoke
Backflow
Data important to the design
and commissioning of stair
pressurisation systems which
prevent the flow of smoke
during fIres into fIre escapes
was verifIed by research
recently sponsored by
ASHRAE.
The purpose of
"Determination of Critical Air
VeloCities to Prevent Smoke
Blackflow at Stair Door
Openings" (660-RP) was to
fmd the critical velocities of
air (dUring non-fire
conditions) that prevent
smoke backflow at an open
stair door on a fIre floor.

BSNews
1992
The January 1992
issue of BSNews will
see a further
development of the
edotirial content of
the journal with the
introduction of a
number of new
regular series,
including:BSNews Better

Business
BSNews

Employers Advice
Line

SEASON CONTROL LTD
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SPECIALISTS
MANUFACTURERS OF PVC FLEXIBLE DUCTING

51-52 CORK STREET, DUBLIN 8.
TELEPHONE: 532688 (7 LINES) FAX: 537290
SUPPLIERS OF HEATI G· VENTILATING AIR CONDITIO I G. FILTRATION PRODUCTS

• PALL Light Weight. Aluminium,
Insulated Ducting

Longford Ventilator

• PALL'Aluminium Ducting
an easy innovative system
for difficult ductwork
...the original one!
• Difficult work made easy...
• Reduced Labour Cost!
• Manufacture & Installation
...Fast & Simple!

-,:

Grilles, Louvres, Diffusers

~=----;...,

== ==

OHann L FraminG SUSTem
Channel Section
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Velaire
THE

NEW

GENERATION

Vi t e ss e

OIL

BOILERS

FRO M

MY SON

Fit any which way you like.
Improving on the outstanding
reputation held by the Myson
Velaire oil boiler was always going
to take some exceptional thinking,
and in terms ofinnovation, would
set new industry standards. And it
certainly has.
Because the balanced flue
elaire Vitesse is totally dedicated to
balanced flue applications, the boiler is room sealed, tested and set
to maximum output in the factory. This can reduce the usual
commissioning procedure to a "final check" or minor adjustment oil boiler installation is now more profitable than ever.
The Velaire Vitesse has a choice offluing arrangements that
with typical Myson simplicity comb ines all manner orvariations
'J
a low level balancedflue that can be installed out ofsight below the
kitchen worktop, to the rear, left or right; high level balanced flues,
and a vertical balanced flue that can be raised up to 3.6m through
the roof The horizontal flues are telescopic so they can be extended
or shortened to suit any wall thickness.

Velaire Vitesse is a robust, powerful and very compact oil
boiler - our 60,000 Btulhr model is only 300mm wide. In fact b
using fanned burners and clever internal design we've made this
range of boilers one of the most powerful little performers you can
buy.
There are 2 boiler types, a conventional flue model and a
balancedflue mode~ both available in 3 output ranges 40-60,000
Btulhr, 60-80,000 Btulhr and 80-100,000 Btulhr. Larger models
available soon.
For further information return the coupon to Myson Ireland
Limited, Parkmore Industrial Estate, Lo"ngmile Road, Dublin 12.
Tel: (01) 5090 75, Fax: (01) 55 36 29.
i-------------IBsN/vv/2-9Ql
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POT TERTON MYSON

Installer

D

Merchant

D __specifier 0 j
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Market Potential
Approx 60,000 Units
While the lack of accurate market
information on domestic boilers is
similar to virtually every other sector
within the building services industry,
BSNews has, nonetheless,
determined that the overall number
of units for the coming year will be in
the region of 55,000 to 60,000 units.
Essentially, there are four categories
within domestic boilers - natural
gas, oil, solid fuel and LPG.
There is no doubt but that natural
gas and oil have the lion's share of
the business, sales for the current
year running at approximately 22,000
(oil) and 20,000 (natural gas).
Natural gas has obviously received a
considerable boost in recent years
but the sale of domestic boilers in
this category now seems to have
stabilised at the figure already
quoted.
Oil is, perhaps, subject to more
fluctuations, incidences like the Gulf
War impacting on the price of oil and
thereby having a direct correlation on
the sale of oil-fired domestic boilers.
International currency fluctuations
which impact on the value of the
USDollar (oil is bought on the
international marketplace in
USDollars) also stimulate or, as the
case may be, retard, the sale of oilfired domestic boilers.
That said, oil is still a much-favoured
energy source by domestic
householders, especially in areas
where natural gas is unavailable.

PARALLEL
Consequently, for the immediate
future the national penetration for oil
and natural gas fired domestic
boilers will run in parallel, natural gas
obviously winning favour in the large
population centres where the energy
source is readily available and oil
being dominant elsewhere.
That said, it may come as a surprise
to some that solid fuel fired domestic
boilers are holding their own outside
of the large population centres such
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1991

as Dublin, Cork and Limerick.
Rural Ireland, and especially the
West, still favours solid fuel, overall
demand creating a market for
anything up to 10,000 units for the
current year, according to some
experts. One actually reckons that
solid fuel-fired domestic boilers
account for as much as 20% of all
boiler sales nationally. Even taking a
conservative figure, equates with the
figure of 10,000 units alreeady
mentioned. Contrary to what many
people think, solid fuel is still a
significant market sector and will
continue to be for the forceable
future.

SMALLEST MARKET SHARE
LPG-fired domestic boilers
undoubtedly account for the smallest
market share but penetration is
growing, albeit at a comparatively
slow rate when compared with the
other categories. One commentator
put the market figure for the current
year at as much as 4,500 units, while
another reckoned it was only half
that. Having taken other suggestions
into consideration, BSNews
surmised that the correct figure is
somewhere in the region of 3,000
units.
Taking the combined total as we
have concluded, the market for
domestic boilers can be safely said
to be in the region of 55,000 units for
the current year, the projected figure
of 60,000 for the coming year being
quite realistic.

PRICES HOLDING
Even more encouraging is that,
contrary to what is happening at the
installation end, especially in Dublin,
prices are actually holding with the
suppliers taking a mature and
professional line by taking sensible
margins. Indeed, there are even
indications of late that prices which have remained static for the
past 12 to 18 months - are set to

BOILERS
increase marginally. Of course there
are the few exceptions but these
genuinely are few and far between.
Overall, domestic boilers is quite a
healthy market sector.
++++++++++++++++

BUDERUS
Buderus sectional cast iron boilers
are suitable for oil or gas firing with
outputs from 15Kw to 28 Kw.
The boilers are of robust construction
with a standard weight/output ratio
and made from corrosion resisting
cast iron. Features include high
efficiency, ease of assembly, ease of
maintenance and minimal flue
requirements.

Buderus cast iron sectional boilers from
the GK 105 range are suitable for gas or oil
firing with outputs from 15 Kw to 28 Kw.
Details from Quadrant.

The boilers have a high efficiency of
84% GCV at full rated output and are
covered with an 80mm insulating
jacket, protected with a blue
enamelled steel jacket. No part of
the jacket exceeds a temperature of
20 Deg. C above ambient and
standing losses have been reduced
to .05%. The large combustion
chambers allow complete burn-out of
the fuel without any sooting. This
cuts down on fuel consumption and
minimises the impact on the
environment.

The boilers are factory assembled
and at the same time rendered
permanently gas tight by a flexible
mastic secured between a tongue
and groove seal. This prevents
BSNews, November/December 1991 9
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damage to the insulating covers.
Cleaning is carried out through the
full-profile front cleaning door which
gives easy access to the sections
which have large gas passages, all
accessible and devoid of thermal
pins, studs and baffles, with virtually
no finning.
Because of high efficiency, low boiler
resistance and very tight sealing
between sections, flue diameter and
height are minimal. This results in
considerable reductions in
installation costs.
The boilers are very suitable for all
domestic and light commercial
applications and because of their
ease of cleaning, in locations where
a low level of maintenance is
anticipated.
Details from Quadrant Engineers Ltd,
Chapelizod, Dublin 20. Tel: 016265711; Fax: 01-6267863.

VAILLANT

Plug Hl weathe,
compensatlfl9 control
Elegant decoratJve cas1ng__..

H'9hly efflC,enl
heal e.chanqer-

_

Almosphenc bumer
made 01 slalnless sleel
for nalural gas and LPG -------3l~ __

A cutaway of the Vaillant f100rstanding domestic boiler from Taney Distributors.

features high-quality insulation and a
network of heat transfer baffles to
maximise heat transfer from the
combustion gases to the water.
The optional VRC-Calormatic COntrol
can be fitted into the boilers' facia
panel and connected via a push-in
multi-way plug. The VRC-Calormatic
is connected to an outside
temperature sensor and a heating
flow temperature sensor, thus
allowing weather-sensitive heating
with an optimum on/off level.

The VKS-E range of boilers is the
latest generation in a long line of cast
iron sectional gas boilers from
Vaillant. They are suitable for large
domestic or commercial/industrial
applications, for example in offices,
Equally suitable for sealed and openshops, factories, warehouses, multivented systems, the boilers can be
residences housing and schools.
used on old and new systems alike
Combining reliability with the latest
and are ideal for updating an old
modern electronic ignition and
open-vented system to a sealed one.
control systems, the VKS-E range
All VKS-E models are available for
offers six ratings from 35 to 93 kW
natural gas or LPG, at no extra
(120,000 to 320,000 Btu/hr). Where
charge.
a higher output is called for several
units can be linked together.
Details from Taney Distribution Ltd,
Unit 4, Riversdale Industrial Estate
Economy is a major consideration to
Bluebell Avenue, Dublin 12. Tel: 01commercial concerns and Vaillant
508120/520436; Fax: 01-500051
has incorporated a range of features
designed to boost performance and
reduce costs.
The "E" in the product name stands
CLYDE FERROll
for electronic ignition. By replacing
Everybody knows, says Clyde, that
the traditional gas pilot flame with an
cast iron is far superior to pressed
electronic ignition more than 3,500
steel for domestic heating boilers.
cubic feet of gas per year can be
Cast iron guarantees greater
saved.
strength, greater corrosion
Special-attention has been paid to
resistance and longer life and, with
insulation to prevent unnecessary
its much better rate of heat transfer,
heat escaping from the housing. At
it is more efficient too.
the heart of the boiler, the robust
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss9/1
cast-iron sectional heat exchanger
Clyde Systems Ltd offers an
DOI: 10.21427/D7WT42
10 BSNews. November/December 1991

extensive range of cast iron boilers
from Ferroli - one of the largest
foundries in Italy - at very
competitive prices. Styling is sleek
and typically Italian, while
maintenance is simple too. If, after a
number of years, a section fails, it is
a simple matter to order and install a
new section.
Clyde's back-up service "is one of
the most impressive in the country",
with skilled technicians on call at
dozens of locations throughout
Ireland.
Clyde/Ferroli cast iron boilers are
available either for oil or gas and
guarantee a more efficient and cos effective installation.
Details from Clyde Systems Ltd,
John F Kennedy Road, Dublin 12.
Tel: 01-507844; Fax: 01-507419.

TRISAVE
All Trisave condensing boilers are
room-sealed, fan-assisted, balancedflue appliances. They are supplied
with a flue kit to fit standard walls.
Expansion kits are available for
thicker walls.
Trisave boilers must be used with
fully-pumped, open-vented central
heating systems, with or without
stored water. Any water storage
cylinder must be of the indirect type
to BS1566: Part11984.
Most conventional boilers
incorporate a permanent pilot which
12
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~*. . . . EXHAUSTO'
l.ii.i:;lJ CHIMNEY FANS

A safe and reliable solution to
Chimney problems, suitable for any flue
(even if you haven't got one)

THE ELECTRONIC CHIMNEY®
- - suitable for boilers up to 6 million BTU - r":R:'::$----------.
RSV

s·

;e2.
Made of cast aluminium, the RS fan
gives a horizontal discharge of the
flue gases. Model RSHG is used for
an eXisting gas fire which spills.

The RSV fan gives a powerful vertical
column of flue gases. Model RSVG is
used for an open flued gas fire.

The RSG fan is located on the external
wall. It gives fail-safe flue gas extraction
from an open gas fire in rooms without
a chimney.

[9Ig I Heating Distributors Ltd.l
145-147 Richmond Road, Dub/in 3. Te/: 375144

Fax: 370531.

Buderus
The 105 Series

CAST IRON BOILERS FOR OIL & GAS FITING
he modern design of the Buderus "Logana" andlLoganatherm" special low
temperature heating boilers is based on decades of experience in heating boiler design
incorporating the latest knowledge gained in the field of combustion and firing
technology and in manufacturing. Low capital and operating cost combined with high
operating comfort and easy maintenance, are the outstanding features of these boilers.
The boiler block is comprised of sequentially - arranged boiler sections made from a
special grade of low-temperature-adapted, corrosion-resistant cast iron. Combustion
chamber and secondary heating surface are specially engineered so as to enable
burning of the fuel without leaving virtually any residue and at optimmum efficiency thus
allowing guaranteed boiler efficiencies of over 90% and therefore high economy will be
achieved.
Boiler efficiency is an indication of how much of the energy consumed is converted into
usable heal. The "Ecomatic" series of heating boilers offered by Buderus today are
virtually unsurpassed efficiency. This is due, of course, to optimised combustion, but also
to the low radiation and standby losses achieved through highly effective thermal
insulation of all components and to the minimised flue gas losses through flue gas temperatures as low as approx. 180 CO.

QUADRANT ENGINEERS lIMITED
~\
- - - - - - - \ ~)L
CHAPELlZOD, DUBLIN 20. TELL 626 5711. TELEX: 93709. FAX: 626 7863
~
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However, Baxi is more than a onemodel is only 300mm wide.
BOILERS
man band.
To prevent overheating, a limit
The Baxi range includes the
thermostat governs the temperature.
dominant back boiler with outputs
A warning light on the facia indicates
can add 3% to annual running costs.
ranging from 25,000 to 55,000 BTU.
Trisave condensing boilers are fitted
when the device is in operation.
The comprehensive range of fires
with direct burner ignition (DBI),
On the balanced flue, Velaire Vitesse
includes the ever-popular "GF"; the
which eliminates these losses.
electronic post purge assures that
stylish "VP" and the latest newcomer
Quieter start up is achieved with the
any residual products of combustion
with its futuristic designs, the "SP".
2-stage ignition sequence. On the
are discharged from the boiler.
In the ever-increasing wall hung
demand for heat, the first stage gas
Suitable for use with gravity and
sector, Baxi have the popular Baxi
valve allows approximately 30% of
pumped primary systems, flow and
Solo, comprising conventional and
the gas to ignite. Once flame is
return connections are positioned on
powered-flue
versions with outputs
established the second stage gas
each side of the boiler for
ranging from 30,000 to 70,000 BTU.
valve opens, giving full rate
straightforward, speedy installation.
Designed specifically for "natural
combustion.
Installation can be with a balanced
gas" , the Solo breaks the mould in
The pump overrun feature increases
flue below the kitchen worktop height
the wall hung boilers with its weight
the overall efficiency of the boiler.
or at high level, to the rear, left or
and dimensions enabling one person
To extract the residual heat present
right, using the same flue extension.
to lift and fit it with ease.
in the boiler on shutdown, the system
Or using a vertical balanced flue, this
pump will continue until the flow
extends for up to 3.6m (floor to roof
temperature from the boiler reduces
height).
to approximately 65 Deg C.
The telescopic flue pipe can be
Boilers are prewired, supplied with
extended or shortened to fit most
1.8 metres x 4 core (3 core and
wall thicknesses and only requires a
earth) cable for connection to
6" square hole in the wall, for models
external controls. A pump plug is
up to 100,000 Btu/h output, and 11"
provided.
square for the larger balanced flue
All pipework connections are made
models.
to prelabelled top outlets (wall hung
A 24-hour hot water and central
boilers) or top rear outlets (floor
heating programmer is available.
standing boilers).
This will fit neatly into the facia panel.
Myson are one of a handful of central
The flue must be installed in
accordance with BS5440: Part.
heating manufacturers to have been
The new Baxi "SP" from Heatmerchants.
awarded
the BS 5750 part 11
Its
sleek
and
simple
design
style
has
set
The PH of the condensate produced
the tone for the future.
standard
for manufacturing systems
is around 4.2 less acid than many
and
the
European
equivalent ISO
soft drinks, and can be disposed of
9002.
The extensive selection of floorsafely into the household waste
standing models with outputs from
Vitesse covers 40,000 Btu to
system.
30,000
to
80,000
BTU
completes
the
250,000
Btu; six conventional flue
The inhibitors that are used for
range.
(indoor
cased)
models; six balanc
conventional boilers are not suitable
Details
from
Heatmerchants
Ltd,
3
flue
(indoor
cased)
models; and or _
for Trisave condensing boilers.
Kylemore
Park
North,
Kylemore
boilerhouse
cased
model
Trisave boilers use materials which
Road, Dublin 10. Tel:01-6231248;
(170/250,000 Btu).
are resistant to corrosion by the
Fax:
01-6231253.
Also from Myson in the Economic 90
condensate such as aluminium
oil boiler. One insulated boilerhouse
alloys which require a different kind
model - range-rated 50,000 to
of inhibitor.
90,000
Btu/h - is available to cover
MYSON
VELAIRE
An appropriate inhibitor is supplied
all
domestic
heating situations.
with every boiler.

I

VITESSE

Full details from Heating Distributors
Ltd, 145-147 Richmond Road, Dublin
3. Tel: 01-375144; Fax: 01-370531.

SAXI

With a conventional flue, the Velaire
Vitesse is an ideal choice for
replacing an old conventionally-flued
boiler. It uses less fuel because of
its efficient, modern design and it
also occupies less space.

People in the heating business
A highly-efficient pressure jet burner
generally tend to think of Baxi as the
and modern space-saving design
back boiler kings. Having 65% of the
makes the Velaire Vitesse one of the
back boiler market in the UK and
most compact and efficient oil
60% in Ireland, it is easy to see why.
burners ever - the 60,000 Btu/h
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss9/1
12 BSNews, November/December 1991
DOI: 10.21427/D7WT42

Details from Myson (lrI) Ltd, Unit
12E, Parkmore Industrial Estate,
Longmile Road, Dublin 12. Tel: 01509075; Fax: 01-553629.

TRIANCO
The new TRO oil-fired "Combi"
boilers are the result of Trianco's
commitment to continuous research
and development.

14

et al.: BS News
Richmond Road, 145-147 Richmond
Road, Dublin 3. Tel: 01-375144;
Fax:01-370531.

Combination boilers combine a
traditional central heating boiler with
a water heater and effectively
eliminate the need for a hot water
storage cylinder, by drawing water
direct from the cold water mains.

GLOTEC CEASES
PRODUCTION

This eliminates the need for the cold
storage tank and provides loft space
where room is at a premium. The
TRO "Combi" boiler with its built-in
expansion vessel makes it suitable
for sealed systems and thereby
eliminates the need for the feed and
expansion tank.
In addition to low running costs,
Trianco TRO "Combi" boiler is an
efficient and economical way of
providing central heating and
plentiful hot water, whenever it is
required.
Two TRO oil "Combi" boiler models
are available - The TRO 80
"Combi" wall mounted boiler, with an
output of 80,000 Btu/h:- and the TRO
110 "Combi" floor-standing boiler,
with an output of 110,000 Btu/h.
Both models are manufactured to BS
5750 Quality Assurance.
Details on the entire Trianco range
from Heating Distributors Ltd,

I

BOILERS

Hopefully, the closure of the Glotec
production facility in the West of
Ireland does not herald a premature
end for a concept which has well
and truly proven itself.
With such innovative technology,
underestimated development costs
very often lead to temporary
hiccups. This, coupled with the the
coincidental downturn in the UK
market in particular, are thought to
be the principal factors which led to
the current situation.
As we went to press it was difficult
to ascertain the true position of the
company. The encouraging fact is
that, while the staff have been laid
off, the company has not been
placed in receivership or liquidation.
Let's hope that this is an indication
of an optimistic development.

Trianco TRO balanced flue boiler from
Heating Distributors.

The Vaillant range of wall-hung gas boilers
COMBlcompaet
- Europe's no 1combination boiler
• Quick and simple to install
• Versatile flue accessories allow installation
almost anywhere
• Modulating burner for economical performance

THERMOcompaet
- with all the extras built-in
• Pump, bypass, air vent and full sealed system
equipment already factory fitted, wired and
tested
• Saves you money and reduces installation time
All appliances available in LPG
For further information contact:

\
J

~

TANEY DISTRIBUTORS

Unit 4, Riversdale Industrial Estate, Bluebell Avenue, Dublin 12.
Tel: 508120/520436/552742. Fax: 500051.

Gas central heating and hot water supply

Gas central heating (wall-hung)

COMllcompatt (wall-hung)"

THERMOcompact (Domestic)·
Buill-In pump, by,II', .nd I"led ,ystem equlpmenl
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GALWAY

KILDARE

Canada Dry Corporation
Ltd has been granted
planning permission for the
erection of a £1.03 million
Newmarket Information, the Dun Laoghaire-based
finished goods warehouse
construction information company, provides advance
with an internal ramp and
information on new construction projects nationwide
external loading bays,
__ all potential leads for contractors, sub-contractors
together with an ancillary
and suppliers. The company publishes information in
canopy, an internal service
the weekly CIS report which provides full project
road and an open storage
details, contact names, addresses and telephone
area, at Townparks
Industrial Estate, Athy. The
numbers, design team details and tendering and
Single-storey unit construction schedules. The following listing is
measuring 1,783 sqm - will
provided by CIS Report and gives a brief description
include
minimal office
of the types of projects covered. To obtain
accommodation
and will be
information on the service phone 01 - 809476
built
in
a
steel
frame.
KERRY
/809557.
MF Kent and Company Ltd Building work began
recently.
has been awarded the
and will be situated on a 50- mechanical, air conditioning Tenders have been sought
CORK
acre site. Work began last
and ventilation contract in
from groundwork
Builders, PJ Hegarty and
month.
connection with the erection contractors on site works for
Sons were recently awarded
of a new pharmaceutical
Udaras na Gaeltachta has
Phase I involving the
a further contract involving
plant at Killorglin,
erection of a £1 million
been granted planning
the construction of a
Banshagh, for Fujisawa
factory extension measuring
for
the
erection
permission
synthesis annex which will
Pharmaceutical Company
2,911 sqm and comprising
of a £360,000 advance
comprise a two-storey
Ltd. The two storey
new administration/
factory at Falcarragh. The
building with a plantroom at
manufacturing
and
canteen, warehouse and
single-storey
unit will
Ringaskiddy, as part of the
packaging facility will
production facilities at the
measure
1.060
sqm
and
will
overall £175 million Sandoz
measure 5,894 sqm, and will Green Road, ewbridge, for
have a mezzanine floor in
project. Work started
be situated on a 22.6
Oral B Laboratories, the
the production area and
recently and will be
hectare site. The new
dental floss manufacturers.
two-storey
office
completed in eight to nine
facility will include office
The administration building
accommodation.
months time on the unit
accommodation and a
will be two-storey and will be
costing in the order of £1.5
warehouse for storage and
built in a concrete frame
million.
DUBLIN
packaging. The unit will be
while the warehouse and
A building contractor will be
Builders, McGill Brothers
built partly of concrete and
production area will be
appointed shortly for the
started work recently on the
partly steel and cladding. J
single-storey and will be
remodelling of an existing
erection of an
P Walls (Dublin) Ltd are
built in a steel frame. The
administration building.
speculative industrial
currently carrying out the
overall £15 million
The single-storey
building at Unit B17,
main building work on the
expansion will involve the
administration building will
Clondalkin Industrial
£2.5 million project which
erection of approximately
measure 1.694 sqm and will
Estate, Canal Turn, Dublin
will be completed by Apnl
8,700 sqm of additional
comprise offices, canteen
22 for Tendermeats Ltd.
1991. Fujisawa of Osaka
factory space. The US
facilities, security and
The 2,445 sqm unit was
operates nearly 30
toothbrush manufacturer
computer rooms. Work is
built to shell stage and the
companies in Japan,
Oral B is to create 222 new
due to start in November
promoters are now planning Taiwan, and US and it has a jobs over the next five years.
and will take twelve months
to complete the building
73% interest in Klinge
which will be used as a
to complete.
Pharma in Germany. The
LOUTH
secondary
meat
processing
plant will manufacture a
The total project is to take
Dolphin Packaging Ltd of
plant.
newly-developed
three to four years to
Greenore has been granted
immunosuppressant FX506. planning permission for the
complete. Sandoz
John Sisk and Son Ltd
Tralee Beef and Lamb plan
Ringaskiddy is part of the
started work last week on
erection of an extension to
to appOint a local building
Swiss Sandoz Company.
the construction of a
the rear of the existing
contractor to carry out work
warehouse extension with
factory at Greenore. The
DONEGAL
offices on Broomhill Road on involving the renovation and
single-storey extension will
upgrading of the existing
the Tallaght Industrial
Letterkenny-based Unifi
measure 414 sqm and is
facility and to construct
Textured Yams, polyester
Estate, Dublin 24 for Irish
part of a £2.5 million
additional chilling facilities,
yam manufacturers, plan to Tea Merchants. The
expansion.
offices, toilets, and ancillary
build a single-storey
extension will measure
accommodation at the Basin
1,506 sqm and will be
extension to the production
LIMERICK
in Tralee. The Single-storey
facility at Kiltroy,
located on a site of 7,080
Boyds and Woolies Ltd has
extension, measuring 1,127
Letterkenny. The building,
sqm. Work will be
lodged three planning
will
be
built
in
a
sqm
measuring 2,772 sqm will be completed on the £400,000
applications
with Limerick
structural
steel
frame.
constructed in a steel frame
extension by mid-January.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss9/1
BSNews, November/December 1991
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ADVANCE

ALES LEADS

Patrick Mulcair has been
granted planning permission
for the erection of an
extension to an existing
factory premises, including a
two-storey office area and
modification to the
elevations and site works, at
the Parkmore Industrial
Estate. The Single-storey
unit measuring 2,240 sqm,
will include a pelletising
area and will be built in a
steel frame.

et al.: BSup
News
a manufacturing plant at

ADVANCE SALES LEADS
corporation. The first refers
to the change of use at
basement level from storage
to retail sales, to a
restaurant at first floor level,
and from storage to open
office space at third floor
level at the rear of No; 12
William Street, Limerick.
The development measures
804 sqm. The second
application refers to the
change of use at basement
level from storage to retail
sales, and at a third floor
level from storage to open
office space together with a
new shop front to No: 12
William Street. The
velopment measures
.43 sqm. The third
application refers to the
carrying out of minor
alterations to the elevation,
internal planning layout and
the addition of a boiler
house to the rear of No: 12

William Street. We
understand that the
promoter hopes to negotiate
a contract with a main
building contractor.

ROSCOMMON
Allied Irish Banks plans to
extend and renovate their
premises at Bridge Street,
Boyle. The development will
measure 117 sqm and
involves the refurbishment
of the existing premises and
the demolition and
rebuilding of an existing
building to the rear of the
premises. Tenders will be
sought from a select list of
main building contractors.

WATERFORD
United Industries
Nederland BV of Gilze, The
Netherlands - trading as
Flair Plastics - is setting

Tallow, with the support of
the Industrial Development
Authority. The company
has purchased the site and
factory buildings formerly
occupied by Brener
Framemakers at Tallow.
Total fixed asset investment
including IDA grants, is £4.3
million and the company
expects to create 40 jobs
within three years, rising to
60 over five years. Planning
permission has been
obtained for the erection of
an extension to the existing
manufacturing facilities at
Tallow at a cost of £600,000.

WESTMEATH
Polymer Development
Centre has been granted
planning permission for the
fit-out of an existing
advance factory at
Garrycastle Industrial
Estate, Athlone. The singlestorey unit will measure
1,610 sqm. Tenders have
been sought from building

contractors to carry out the
work and a building
contractor will be appointed
shortly.

WICKLOW
Peirse Contracting started
work two weeks ago on the
construction of a
manufactUring facility at the
Kilruddrey Industrial Estate,
Irishtown, Bray, for the
Japanese company, Sagami
Ireland Ltd part of Sagami
Tsushin Kogyo. a
Japanese electronics firm.
The work will involve the
erection of a £1 million,
4,000 sqm factory for the
assembly and testing of
printed circuit boards. The
new factory will include a
Single-storey production
area and two-storey offices.
The unit will be built in a
concrete frame with a steel
truss roof. Production work
is due to start in March
1992 and the development
will be situated on a 25hectare site.

WHY EUROPAK EXTRACTS HIGHER
PRAISE...

Ace E"",,, ""''' m ,"wm" n,", w""" ""'"'

JUST ONE LOOK AT THE OBVIOUS QUALITY OF DESIGN OF THE

ZHIEl-ABEGG SPEED CONTROLLABLE EXTERNAL ROTOR MOTOR.

EUROPAK RANGE TELLS YOU THAT THIS 15 NO ORDINARY ROOF

FITTED WITH HOT SPOT THERMAL CUT-OUT PROTECTION FOR TOTAL DEPENDABILITY,

EXTRACT UNIT. THIS IS THE NUMBER ONE. THE BRAND LEADER.
THE

STYLISH

LOW

PROFILE

AND

VERTICAL

DISCHARGE

UNIT

HOUSINGS

ARE

NUFACTURED USING THE LATEST IN RESIN MOULDING TECHNOLOGY.
IS PRODUCES A TOUGH, DURABLE CASING

WITH

HIGH FIRE RETARDENCY, LOW

SMOKE SPREAD AND LOW TOXIC EMISSION. AND THE DEEP WRAP AROUND COWL
DESIGN GIVES EXCELLENT WEATHER PROTECTION.

THEY MEET MOST OF THE WORLD'S STANDARDS INCLUDING B55750

PTl.

EUROPAK OFFERS THE WIDEST RANGE OF ROOF EXTRACT UNITS AVAilABLE WITH A
CHOICE OF:-

Axials

PROVIDING AIR VOLUMES UP TO 7.097M3/SEC WITH PRESSURES UP TO 375 PA;

Cenfrilugals

UP TO 4.00M3/SEC WITH PRESSURES UP TO 500 PA AND THE SUPERBLY

PRESSURES UP TO 500.PA.

As

FOR COLOUR, YOU ARE SPOILED FOR CHOICE. THE HARD

GLOSS,

UV STABILISED GEL COAT HOUSINGS ARE AVAILABLE AS
IN

B500A05

GOOSE

WING

GREY OR CAN

ORDERED

IN

ANY

BE
B5

COLOUR YOU CHOOSE.
ROOF

UNITS

ALSO

LARGEST RANGE OF SOAKER SHEETS IN
EUROPE, SO FITTING IS SIMPLICITY ITSELF.
EUROPAK -

THE BRAND LEADER IN ROOF EXTRACT UNITS,

THAT'S HIGH PRAISE INDEED.

ROOF UNITS GROUP
AVAILABLE VIA DUBLIN & BELFAST DISTRIBUTORS DAN CHAMBERS LIMITED (01) 303222 FAX: 308888 ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPLY CO LIMITED (0232) 453329 FAX: 450412
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REFRIGlERATIC>N
90% of commercial refrigeration systems use aircooled condensers, but 90% of industrial systems
use evaporative condensers. Declan Fitzmaurice
wonders why, and tries to throw some light on
evaporative condensers.
If an evaporative condenser can improve the
performance of a refrigerating system and reduce
the operating costs, very often at a lower initial
cost than an air-cooled condenser, why then are
they not used more often?
In this article Declan Fitzmaurice takes a look at
evaporative condensers in an attempt to dispel
some of the myths and promote their use.
t has been found that 90% of
commercial air conditioning
and refrigeration installations
use an air cooled condenser. The
remaining 10% use either
evaporative condensers or watercooled condensers.

I

For industrial installations
however, the proportions are very
different, with probably over 90%,
having evaporative condensers,
and the remainder having either
air-cooled or water-cooled
condensers.
In both cases, water-cooled
condensers are probably used
least often, and these will be dealt
with in a later article.
Reducing the condensing
temperature of almost every
refrigeration system will improve
performance and reduce running
costs. In the UK Energy Efficiency
Office publication "Refrigeration
Plant - The Scope for Improvi'1g
Energy Efficiency", an approximate
guide is given -- for a 5 Deg. C
increase in condensing
temperature, power consumption
increases by about 10%.
While proper selection of an air
cooled condenser can give a
reasonable condensing
temperature: an evaporative
condenser can give, in some cases,
even lower condensing
temperatures at a lower initial
cost.
Why then are evaporative
condensers not used more often in
the commercial area? There are
probably three main reasons for
this.

Firstly, evaporative condensers are
not readily available for capacities
below 35 or 40 kW. This
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss9/1

automatically rules out some
commercial applications, but
many systems have higher
capacities and are suitable
candidates for evaporative
condensing.
Secondly, there is the cost. While
the cost of installation and
maintenance is undeniably higher
than for air-cooled condensers, the
initial cost of an evaporative
condenser is generally lower. For
a capacity of 120kW, an
evaporative condenser can be £700
cheaper than an equivalent aircooled condenser.
Thirdly, there can be a lack of
understanding and awareness in
the commercial sector of
evaporative condensers.
Evaporative condenser
manufacturers are partly to blame
for this, as they target their
marketing activities at the sector
containing the majority of their
customers -the industrial sector.
In addition, evaporative
condensers are perceived to be
more complicated, and there is a
general worry of Legionnaires
Disease. The relationship between
evaporative condensers and
Legionnaires Disease will be

examined in next month's article,
but suffice to say that in the UK
where there have been several
outbreaks of Legionnaires Diseas
none has been attributed to
evaporative condensers.
So what is an evaporative
condenser and how does it work?
Whereas air-cooled condensers use
the normal (dry bulb) temperature
of air to condense the refrigerant
gas, evaporative condensers use a
different temperature of the air for
condensing, Le. the wet bulb
temperature. This wet bulb
temperature relates to both the dry
bulb temperature and the
humidity of the air.

EVAPORATIVE CONDENSER
OPERATION
An evaporative condenser is
constructed much like a forced
draught cooling tower, but wi
one major difference -- the process
fluid (the refrigerant) remains
sealed inside a serpentine coil (See
Figure 1. page 17).
As the refrigerant circulates

through the coil, heat passes
through the tubes to the spray-

Table 1
Relative HUmidity
Temperature
60%
70%
80%
90%
100%

Dry Bulb Temperature

Wet Bulb

27 Deg.
27 Deg.
27 Deg.
27 Deg.
27 Deg.

21.5 Deg.
23 Deg.
24.4 Deg.
25.6 Deg.
27 Deg.

C
C
C

C

C

C
C
C
C
C

Variation of wet bulb temperature with relative humidity.
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months of April to June. and over
the year. very high values of 95%
or more occur only 14% of the
time.
The standard design wet bulb
temperature used in the UK and
Ireland is 20 to 21 Deg. C. In
fact, during the humid months of
July and August for the thirty
years up to 1982 at Dublin
Airport. a wet bulb temperature
greater than 20 Deg.C was
recorded only nine times. so it
seems that these design
temperatures are well chosen.
Generally. the hUmidity is higher
on the west coast. and a wet bulb
temperature of 23 Deg.C was
recorded one July in Belmullet.
although this is very unusual.

REFRIGiER.A.TIC>N
of the heat exchanger
and the pump. A
constant bleed-off is
required to maintain
an acceptable level of
impurities. and if
water quality is
inadequate. a water
treatment system will
be required. This
can cost from £700
upwards. but will
more than pay for
itself in the long run.

FIGURE 1
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FIGURE 1
EVAPORATIVE CONDENSER

water cascading downwards over
them. Air forced upwards
through the unit by the fan
evaporates a small percentage of
the spray-water. absorbing the
latent heat of vaporisation and
discharging this heat to the
atmosphere. The temperature at
which the water on the tubes
evaporates is about 5 to 10 Deg. C
above the air wet bulb
temperature.
As heat loads and ambient
conditions change. it is necessary
to control the refrigerant
condensing temperature. Both
the fan and the pump are
thermostatically controlled to
cycle on and off as required.
When the refrigerant temperature
rises. the process is reversed. and
in this way the condensing
temperature may be controlled.
Because the spray pump is
operated in this manner. it
ensures the coil will always be wet
when the fan is operating. This
provides a washing effect to
minimise the possibility of solids
building up on the coil surfaces.
The sump and recirculation
pipework of the condenser are
usually fitted with a heater to
prevent freezing of water during
cold weather.
WATER TREATMENT
For reasons other than just the
worry that Legionnaires Disease
may occur with an evaporative
condenser, the water in the
condenser should be relatively
clean. both in terms of solids and
bacteria. Scaling is critical. and
any fouling reduces the efficiency

PUMP

HUMIDITY IN

IRELAND
An evaporative

condenser must be
selected against a
carefully-chosen wet
bulb temperature. which in turn
depends on the humidity. The
average relative humidity in
Ireland is high. with the air
usually having a recent history of
a long passage over the ocean.
but as it turns out. the pattern of
daily fluctuations in temperature
falls in favour of evaporative
condensers. The highest values of
relative humidity occur about
dawn with the lowest daily air
temperature. while the lowest
values of relative humidity occur
in the early afternoon with the
highest daily air temperature.
Deviations from this pattern may
be caused by rain, which raises
the relative humidity.
In the spring and summer
months. there is a drop in the
mean daily values. mainly due to
lower moisture content in the
afternoon. with the highest values
occurring in July and August.
Throughout the year. relative
humidity averages about 90%
inland and late at night and in
the early morning. Average
values of less than 70% occur in
the early afternoon during the

FIGURE 2

CONCLUSION
It seems obvious that while
evaporative condensers are not
suitable for every system. they do
offer distinct advantages over air
cooled condensers.
Comprehensive manufacturers'
literature on the selection
installation. operation and
maintenance is available. and if
followed. no problems -- and
significant benefits -- should
arise.
It must be said however. that aircooled condensers need very little
maintenance. and evaporative
condensers need some. and if
manufacturers recommendations
are not going to be followed. then
an air-cooled condenser would be
a better choice. albeit at a cost
penalty.
SOURCES. REFERENCES:
The scope for
Improving energy efficiency UK Energy
Efficiency Office, ETSU. Oxfordshire.
~efrige~atlon Plant -

The Climate of Ireland. PK Rohan.
Met Office. Dublin
.... 424411
The majority of the evaporatlve
condensers in Ireland are made by .
BAC 01-508011; Evapco 03-0536- .
201016; Gram 063-89777 or 06962044.

i

AIR
DISCHARGE.

i

FIGURE 2
AIR COOLED CONDENSER
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beginning to fulftl that
role. Various events in
the CIBSE calendar
illustrate this point. but
none more so than the
recent Annual Dinner in
the Concert Hall at the
RDS. This truly was an
all-industry occasion
with virtually every facet
of the commercial/
industrial building
services industry
represented.
Approximately 475
people filled the hall to
capacity and participated
in an evening which
comprised a mixture of
"business" and pleasure.
Principal speakers apart that is from the
CIBSE Officers - were
Frank Feely. City
Manager. and Brian
Moss. Senior VicePresident. CIBSE. Both
delivered speeches
perfectly tailored for the
occasion.

18 E
NEW
At Last-An
All-Industry
Body?
While BSNews has. at
times. bemoaned the
lack of a building
services all-industry
representative body.
there can be no doubt
but that - in spirit and
practice - the CIBSE is

Eoin Kenny with Paddy Clonan

Gerry Baker with Leo Lynch. Conor Lynch and Jim Hourican

Eamonn McGrattan with Philip Cleary and Peter Reynolds

Albert Byrne with Michael Curley and Brian Moss

Jim McMahon with John Mulcahy and Eugene Philips

Michael Buckley with Anthony Leonard and Bob Smith
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Liam Connelly with Enda Ryder and John Purcell

Jim Patton with Denzie Dunsmore and Ray Clinton

Larry Kane with Frank Feely, Sean Wallace and Michael Buckley

Sean Smith with Eddie Heavy

,

SHEARVEIL

AIR CURTAINS
••••••••••••••••••••

Tim O'Brien with John Cuthbert

Forthcoming Events
The following are the first four meetings on the
CIBSE programme for the new year.
All - with the exception of the Student Awards are scheduled to take place at the Engineers Club,
22 Clyde Road, Dublin 4, commencing at
approximately 5.30pm for 6pm.
Dates and subjects to be covered are as follows:9 January 1992 - ~Quality Assurance" by John
Doyle, VMRA; 21 January -Joint
CIBSEjarchitects presentation; 13 JanuaryPresentation on hi-tech facilities in Europe on
clean rooms and process engineering; 6 February
- SMCjReconair Student Awards.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1991

A WARM INVITATION TO BEAT THE CHILLING COST OF WINTER
In commercial premises where doors are kept open or are frequently In use
dunng winter. Shearvell air curtains are the cost-effective way to maintain
a comfortable Intenor enVIronment. Shearvell air curtains protect against
temperature loss by passmg a curtain of warm air across the door opening.
which acts as an effective barner to the Intrusion of cold air The warm
air IS then recycled to achieve cost and energy effiCiency. The Shearvetl
LP and HP ranges are Ideal for applications such as shops. reception areas,
hospitals and shopping precincts. Attractive In appearance and easy to fit, .
Shearvell air curtains are entirely manufactured In the UK and preciSion
engineered to Bntlsh Standards to guarantee a long and trouble·free life.
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White Heather Industrial Estate,
301 South Circular Road Road, Dublin
Tel: 01 - 541966; Fax: 01 - 541017.
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DENCO - SMALL BY
DESIGN

PRODUCTS

Denco's Computaire US" range is a
versatile range of small close
control air conditioning units for
small computer rooms, data
preparation areas, tape and disk
stores, PABX and UPS rooms etc..
Four sizes offer capacities from
approximately 3 to 8 kW, in either
split-system DX form or for use with
chilled water.
Two-colour cabinets have
removable service panels, front
return air grilles and a site
relocatable adjustable discharge
grille to allow for either floor or high
level wall mounting where floor
space is at a premium.
All units have electric heaters as
standard and can be fitted with
electrode boiler humidifiers for full
control of relative humidity.
For DX systems, a matching range
of condensing units is available,
designed to ensure optimum
sensible heat ratios and energy
efficiency. Chilled water units are
fitted with a 3 way control valve.
Details from SMC Reconair
Services Ltd, Unit 9, Jamestown
Industrial Estate, Inchicore, Dublin
8. Tel: 01-531830; Fax: 01537135.

Remote monitoring and control - All
Denco units can be remotely started
and stopped and have contacts to
allow remote indication of an alarm
condition. Details from SMC Reconair.

AIR FILTERS GUIDE
BSRIA has pUblished a new guide
for all concerned with the
specification and selection of air
filters in ventilation and air
conditioning systems.
The guide presents the basic
reasons for filtration, principles of
filtration and information on types

Landis & Gyr's Flowminder mid-position motorised valve (1) and Zoneminder
zone control valve from ABB.

of filter media and proprietary
devices to enable the specifier to
make an informed selection of the
correct product range suitable for
the intended task.
National and international air
quality criteria are given, along with
information on filter performance
testing methods and standards.
Details from The Building Services
Research & Information
Association, Old Bracknell Lane
West, Bracknell, Berkshire, RG12
7AH. Tel: 01-0344426511.

RADIATOR VALVES
Publication BS EN 215:
Thermostatic radiator valves. BS
EN 215-1: 1991 Requirements and
test methods from the BSI
specifies definitions, mechanical
properties, operating
characteristics and test methods.
Copies are available (priced
Stg£38.00) from BSI Sales, Linford
Wood, Miton Keynes, MK14 6LE.

WATER ANALYSIS KIT
The Sentinel water analysis kit has
been developed for the rapid
analysis of town's supply water and
water from domestic central
heating systems.
Using this kit allows the problems
associated with central heating
systems to be diagnosed quickly
and professionally.
By testing on site, it is possible not
only to rapidly identify what is
happening in the system but also to
recommend and take appropriate
action to eliminate problems.
Details from Kingspan Veha Ltd,

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss9/1
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The Murrough, Co Wicklow. Tel:
040467278; Fax: 040467731.

MOTORISED HOME
HEATING
Landis & Gyr's range of motorised
valves are suitable for use in most
types of wet domestic central
heating systems. The Flowminder
is a mid-position 3-port valve and
the Zoneminder is a 2-port zone
valve. The Zoneminder is also
available as a 3-port diverter valve.
These new valves are highperformance quality-engineered
products. Both have externallythreaded brass bodies and are
available in 22mm and 28mm
sizes. The Zoneminder two-port
valve is additionally available in
15mm and 3/4 " and 1" BSP sizes.
Features include wedge-type
actuation for tight shut-off and
spring return motor for fast
response. There is a manual
override lever for testing during
installation and the Zoneminder is
fitted with an auxiliary switch which
makes contact when the valve is
powered open. Each valve is
supplied complete with one metre
of cable, compression fittings and
full installation instructions.
Details from ASEA Brown Boveri
Ltd, Whitestown Industrial Estate,
Tallaght, Dublin 24. Tel: 522622;
Fax: 522985.

NO MORE BROKEN
SIGHT GLASS
Seetru have introduced an "FDA"
- approved, thermoplastic

22
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ODUC

translucent tubing to eliminate sight
glass concerns.
The 19 mm internal diameter tubing
meets all pressure, temperature
and sterilisation needs.
As one of the most chemically-inert
materials available, it is impervious
to all usual cleaning agents and will
not discolour.
The tubing is suitable for
installation in all existing Seetru
seetol and tower gauges.
Details from Manotherm Ltd, 4,
Walkinstown Road, Dublin 12. Tel:
01-522355; Fax: 01-516919.

Scalewatcher from Stewart Industrial Services.

Superchillers.
I The heart of the cost savings is the
I Superchiller. This is a compact,
In hard water areas, pipes, waterpackaged, water chiller ranging in
I fed appliances and equipment
PRESSURE
I capacity from 15.7 kW to 156.8kW.
gradually fur up, every 7mm of
The units consist of one or more
SWITCH/GAUGE
scale accumulated taking an extra
refrigeration circuits with air-cooled
The Dwyer Photohelic (R)
40% of energy to heat.
condensers and fully-hermetic
differential pressure sWitch/gauge
compressors, complete with a preAnswer to banishing limescale and
is now available with solid-state
cooling system.
reducing ever-increasing energy
switching offering greater reliability
costs is a new, electronic descaler
As the external ambient
named Scalewatcher.
temperature drops, so the savings
begin. Between 9 degrees C and
Scalewatcher requires no
18 degrees C, the Superchiller fans
plumbing, chemicals or
operate only as pre-cooling stages
maintenance. With 26 different
sizes of unit to choose from there is with the compressors only
intervening occasionally to reduce
a Scalewatcher to fit all pipework
the coolant temperature to the prematerial and size from 5mm to 6
determined level.
meters regardless of flow rate.
Scalewatcher works by sending out At temperatures below 9 degrees
centigrade, the freecooling section
a modulating, complex, frequency
of the chillers will provide all of the
signal which safely changes the
Dwyer photoelic differential pressure
required cooling capacity without
electrical properties of the calcium
1
switch gauge from Manotherm.
the need to operate the
molecules. By this action the
crystals loose their sticky quality
I compressor at all.
and longer life. Identical in size to
and are prevented from adhering to I Details from DC Compute Air Ltd,
the small, lightweight 3000MR, the
any surface until they can be
DCCA House, Baldoyle Industrial
300MRS also incorporates the
I flushed out by normal water
Estate, Dublin 13. Tel: 01-392366;
latest solid-state optical sensing
discharge. The increase in
Fax: 01-392343.
solubility means that existing scale
circuitry.
is dissolved, taken into solution and
For use with air and other nongradually removed.
comubstible, non-corrosive gases,
KREUTER (KMC)
Details from Stewart Industrial
the 3000MRS is available in 24
Services
Ltd,
Dublin
Industrial
standard English/metric ranges
CONTROLS AND
Estate, Finglas Road,
from 0-0.5 to 0-100" wc. Dual,
I ACTUATOR
Dublin 11. Tel: 300222; or Unit
externally-adjusted, high-Iow set
B19c, Smithtown Industrial Estate, I Woodleigh can now supply the
points control SPST NO solid state
Shannon, Co Clare. Tel: 061Kreuter (KMC) range of pneumatic
relays rated 0.5 mA (min.), 0.8A
360588.
(max.) @ 20-250 VAC. Requiring
I HVAC controls and actuators on a
21-day delivery. A stock of
24 VDC regulated power supply,
the 300MRS is suitable for system
controllers, actuators and other
HIROSS ENERGY
accessories will be held from
pressures to 25 PSIG throughout
January and the same (next day)
an operating temperature range of
EFFICIENCY
delivery service for the range will
20-120 degrees f maintaining
Energy savings of as much as 60%
be available on Belimo and Electro
accuracy to 2% of full scale.
are claimed for the new Hiross
controls.
Supersaver system. It can consist
Details from Manotherm Ltd, 4
Kreuter have been manufacturing
of various chilled water units, an
Walkinstown Road, Dublin 12. Tel:
I pneumatic devices since 1974
electronic control unit and
01-522355; Fax: 01-516919.
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in the compartments.

PRODUCTS
private labelling the products
for many major controls
companies..
Details from Woodleigh Ltd,
Ballingate, Carnew, Co
Wicklow. Tel: 052-26384; Fax:
052-265223.

IRISH-MADE
INTUMSECENT
SEALS
The protection of occupants
of a building is governed by
legislation and is designed to
enable their safe escape
should a fire occur. It requires
large buildings to be divided
into smaller fire-protected
compartments to contain fire,
smoke and toxic gases, to
prevent them spreading.
Compartmentation also
enables areas of special risk
to be isolated and the
establishment of safe escape
routes, both vertically and
horizontally within the building.
They also provide safe access
routes for the fire brigade while
performing their duties in
fighting a fire.
These requirements are
fulfilled by the establishment of
fire resisting walls and floors.
These structures are designed
to resist the passage of fire
and hot gases for specific
periods of time, usually 30, 60,
90120 and 240 minutes.
Gaps around firedoors which
are essential for the doors to
function are a particular
difficulty in this regard. A
range of Intumsecent Fire &
Smoke Seals are available
which react to the heat in a fire
situation by expanding and
filing these critical weaknesses

Another area of weakness is
where these fire-resisting
structures are pierced by
mechanical and electrical
services around a building,
which represent weak points in
the fire-resisting structure
through which fire, smoke and
toxic gases can pass, allowing
the fire to spread from one fireresisting cell to another.
These penetrations have,
therefore, to be effectively
sealed in the event of an
outbreak of a fire.
There is a variety of
engineered, pre-assembled
Pyrosleeve and Pyrocoil units
designed and tested to provide
such fire sealing.
For technical literature on
Pyrosleeves, Pyrocoils and all
other fire sealing products
contact Colm O'Sheil, Irish
Intumsecent Systems Ltd, 11
Synge Place, Dublin 8.
Tel:01-783316, Fax:01783431.

MITSUBISHI
LOSSNAY
The Mitsubishi Loosnay
system is designed to save
thermal energy by recovering
total heat - that is from both
the temperature and humidity
of stale air - and adding to it
fresh air brought in from
outdoors. An economical,
efficient addition to the
conventional air conditioning
system.
Features are:Cooling/heating running costs
are saved during ventilation;
Reduction in the capacity of
cooling or heating apparatus;
Reduces humidity when
cooling, increasing it when
heating; Provides healthy,
comfortable ventilation;
Excellent sound proofing
effect; Supply air and exhaust
air never mix; A long life, static
type total-heating exchange
element.
Details from Mitsubishi Electric
Ireland Ltd, Western Industrial
Estate, Naas Road, Dublin 12.
Tel: 01-505007/561333; Fax:
01-507343.
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COMPANY PROFILE

J J Sampson &
Son Ltd
J Sampson & Son was
founded in 1920 by the
late Jack Sampson. The
company was originally a
precision engineering and
specialist item manufacturing
concern, producing a wide
variety of products suitable for
the newly-emerging industries
at the time. Particular areas
of activity were in the
agricultural sector, the
general industrial and
engineering sectors and some
for domestic use.

J

During the 1930s and
throughout the 1940s, J J
Sampson & Son began to
supply many new ranges of
electrical products for
commercial and industrial
applications. This meant a
widening of the various
activities at wholesale and
trade supply levels.
In 1933, in the farming village
of Nordborg, Denmark, Mr
Mads Clausen, a refrigeration
engineer, founded Danfoss
Manufacturing Company in
which he began designing,
developing and producing a
range of automatic control
components, particularly
refrigeration systems.
Product lines developed
quickly from the initial
thermostatic expansion
valves, and in 1940 included
motor starters, pressure
switches and hand shut-off
valves.
In November 1951, the two
principals formed a sole
agency and distribution
agreement for Danfoss
products in the Republic of
Ireland. In December 1951, J
J Sampson & Son received

their first delivery of Danfoss
products including ARV and
TVJM thermostatic expansion
valves, EVS and EVSA
solenoid valves and AVS
automatic water valves.
Throughout the 1950s, the
expanding Danfoss product
lines were integrated into the
J J Sampson & Son portfo ;
as automatic controls for
refrigeration plants, heating
systems, burners and boilers
and hermetic compressors.
These products were
distributed through respective
trade outlets around Ireland
from the comany's central
Dublin stores at 12A Wexford
Street.
During the same period, while
the engineering side of J J
Sampson & Son Ltd was still
in operation, the promotion,
distribution and sales of
Danfoss products was
entrusted to Brendan
Sampson, son of the founder.
Many local exhibitions a
trade promotions followe
ensure that Danfoss products
were clearly introduced and
properly supported in the Irish
market.
With the increasing demand
for automation and control,
the 1960s saw a reduction in
the engineering and
manufacturing facilities at J J
Sampson & Son and a
greater emphasis on
component distribution. This,
with the widening of Danfoss
product lines themselves,
combined to lay the
foundation for the future
direction of the company.
Sadly, this decade saw the
death of both Jack Sampson
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in 1962, and Mads Clausen in
1966.
Due to the oil crisis in the
1970s, there was
In reased awareness and
demand for accurate control
and resultant energy savings.
This demand came from both
industry and domestic
markets. Danfoss, as a
leading manufacturer of
automatics, and more
specifically of heating system
controls, were ideally placed
to satisfy this market need.
For example, through
research gathered over many
years, Danfoss had identified
potential savings of up to 20%
when using their thermostatic
radiator valves on heating
s
ms. Thus, this period
s . n increased awareness,
specification and application
of the Danfoss radiator valves

to new and existing systems
for energy conservation,
which, combined with new
technology, has continued to
this day.
The mid-1970s saw brothers
John and David Sampson, a
third generation, join the
company.
With the continuing
development and introduction
of new Danfoss products and
the local awareness of the
changing market
requirements, there followed
an even greater emphasis on
technical support services and
training in Danfoss products
offered by J J Sampson &
Son, complemented by
Danfoss.
In this period, the 1st
generation of Danfoss
electronic variable motor
speeds drives, Type VLT®,

(Left to right): David Sampson, Director J J Sampson & Son Ltd with His
Excellency Mr Ulrich Haxthausen, Danish Ambassador to Ireland; and
John Sampson, Director, J J Sampson & Son Ltd.

(Left to right): Garvin Evans, G. Evans & Associates; Brendan Ryan, A&R
Supplies; Carl Ringgard, International Sales Manager, Danfoss Burner
Components Division; Robert Burke, Precision Heating; and John
Hamilton, Dun Laoghaire Heating & Plumbing Supplies.

was introduced in the Irish
market.
July 1980 saw the move of
the company from 12A
Wexford Street to new
premises at 71 Cherry
Orchard Industrial Estate, in
the western outskirts of
Dublin.
New facilities included the
incorporation of a dedicated
electronics service support
centre, training rooms and
increased storage for new
product ranges. The new
location also allowed better
customer access and easier
distribution nationwide.
Again, to ensure customers
were continually offered
improved service and
effective technical support,
the internal structure of J J
Sampson & Son was divided
into three divisions, namely:Refrigeration and air
conditioning; Heating
management controls; and
Industrial process
equipment.
For the 1990s Danfoss
continue to introduce through J J Sampson & Son
- new high-tech products
including electronic ranges in
Adap-Kool®, refrigeration
control systems; VLT® 300
series (a 4th generation of
motor speed drives);
Massflo® meters; and
Optizone® heating system

control; maintaining through
them their unique position as
a major European
manufacturer and supplier of
ISO 9000 produced controls.

Celebration
Dinner
To mark the occasion of their
40th Anniversary, J J
Sampson & Son had
approximately 110 people at a
celebration dinner in Dublin
recently. A large crosssection of customers from
general industry and various
trades was present. Included
were representatives from the
refrigeration and air
conditioning, heating systems;
and industrial process and
instrumentation industries.
Special guests included: His
Excellency, Mr Ulrick
Haxhausen, Danish
Ambassador to Ireland; Mr
John Kristensen, International
Sales Director, Danfoss A/S
Denmark; Mr Erik Rudbeck,
International Sales Manager,
Danfoss Compressor Division;
Mr Jan Matzan, International
Sales Manager; Danfoss
Refrigeration, Air Conditioning
and Industry Products
Division; and Mr Carl
Ringgaard, International Sales
Manager, Danfoss Burner
Components Division.
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Congratulations to Sean
Hanratty and all at Myson
Scanglo. The 21 st anniversary
celebratory bash in the
Dunraven Arms Hotel in Adare
was a splendid occasion, not
least for the unique mix of
those present.
Guests from the industry
mingled freely with employees,
past and present, place of
honour going to first employee
Mike O'Grady and company
founder Peter Matson.
Appropriate to the 21 st theme,
it was more like a family
occasion and all the more
enjoyable because of it (see
page 2).

0000
Also celebrating this month
were J J Sampson. On this
occasion it was a 40th
anniversary bash with
representatives from
Sampson's principals and
extensive customer base
enjoying an excellent evening's
festivities (see page 22/23).
I

At the 21 st Myson Scanglo birthday party were Barbara and Peter Matson,
company founder and Brenda and Mike O'Grady, Myson Scanglo's first employee.

Noted with interest the article
in the Irish Times on the Barlo
Group patents rights issue.
This has been a long-running
saga, the judgement obviously
having far-reaching
implications. Hope to get full
explanatory details for our next
issue.

0000
Well.. it's almost to BS!
Brendan Stack told me of an
interesting one recently. It
concerned plastic pipe from

Italy bearing... wait for it... an
"almost to" the relevant BS
Standard stamp.
I suppose whoever is
responsible has to be creditel::
with being honest at least!

0000
Given the festive season that's
in it, I wish all readers a very
peaceful and enjoyable
Christmas. As for the New
Year...Iet's just not wish for a
prosperous one ...let's make it
happen!.

Last month we reported that the highlight of the Euro Gas golf outing at Westport was the gathering in the bar afterwards in the
company of Brian Keenan. Here's the photographic evidence to prove itL
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Clyde ·
the boilers
with the
s

II

•
Any engineer knows that cast iron is far
superior to pressed steel for domestic
heating boilers. Cast iron guarantees
greater strength, better corrosion
resistance and longer life, and with its
much better rate of heat transfer, it's
more efficient too.
Clyde Systems are proud to offer a fine
range of cast iron boilers from Ferroli one of the largest foundries in Italy - at
truly realistic prices. Styling is sleek and
typically Italian, while maintenance is
simple too. If, after a number of years a
section fai+s, it is a simple matter to
order and install a new one. Our back-up
service is one of the most impressive in
the country, with skilled technicians on
call at dozens of locations throughout
Ireland.
Why not call us for a free brochure, and
find out how
Ferroli cast iron
boilers can
guarantee a more
efficient and
cost- effective
installation.
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Clyde Systems Ltd., John F. Kennedy Road, Dublin 12. Telephone 507844
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Dwyer Manometers, Magnehelic Gauges,
Pressure, Level, Flow Switches and Meters

MANOTHERM LTD - The one stop shop for. industrial instruments
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